
We have so far received 45 responses to the street survey on Sutton Common Road. These are the 

collated results: 

 

43 responses.  Yes = 35 (81%), No = 6 (14%), Don’t Know = 2 (5%) 

 

 

Do you consider there is a problem with 
speeding in Sutton Common Road? 

Yes

No

Don't Know

How bad is it? 

Very bad

Quite bad

Don't Know



38 responses. Very bad = 22 (58%), Quite bad = 15 (39%) Don’t Know = 1 (3%) 

 

 

41 responses. Yes = 34 (83%), No = 5 (12%) Don’t Know = 2 (5%) 

Selection of comments: 

“Very bad in off-peak hours, mid-morning, afternoon and late evening.”   

“The problem varies according to the time of day. It is particularly bad in the evening after dark.” 

“Constant speeding throughout the day with occasional gross speeding violations.” 

“Insufficient safe crossing areas.” 

“Nowhere for pedestrians to cross. Traffic speeds constantly.” 

“off-peak times – cars and bikes are in excess of 60mph. I’ve seen 4 accidents right outside my door. 

A speed camera would slow it down 24 hours a day.” 

“Horrendous! Takes 6 – 7 minutes to cross the road. 3 cats killed on the road.” 

“I have seen [an] accident outside my door because of speeding.” 

“With so much pavement parking, on dark winter nights when stepping out on to roads to stop 

buses has become impossible.” 

“Certainly something needs to be done about excessive speeds., especially around the station area.” 

“The problem has been here going back 30 years despite the matter being raised many times.” 

Does it constitute a danger to pedestrians? 

Yes

No

Don't Know



“My car a couple of tears back was damaged due to someone speeding and ending up in my 

neighbours’ front garden.” 

“Very bad when trying to pull out of the road.” 

“Obviously during peak times the traffic builds up but during the day/night cars have a straight run 

so speed builds up. If you live in the central part it can be a danger crossing the road, especially for 

children.” 

“People don’t see the zebra crossing until they get round the corner and very often don’t stop.” 

One resident who did not believe there was a problem with speeding said: “We feel that putting a 

crossing here will make it more dangerous”, citing trees shedding their leaves and making the 

footpath slippery. Another resident said: “I feel there is a need to rectify the problem but I feel very 

strongly against a crossing as I don’t feel this is the best solution.” 

“Lived here in the last 10 years with no problems.” 

What should be done about the speeding? 

 

Residents were asked to rank a number of options in order of preference. First preferences are 

counted as categories marked with a “1” or a tick where the resident did not indicate an actual order 

of preference. 

Pedestrian crossings was the clear winner with 17 first preferences (23%), followed by more use of 

police speed guns with 9 first preferences (12%).  Chicanes and slow down signs were tied on 8 first 

preferences each (11% each). 

Speed bumps, reducing the speed limit to 20mph and introducing raised platforms all picked up 7 

first preferences each (9%).   

First preferences 

20mph

Speed bump

Raised platform

Chicanes

Pinch-point

Crossing

Speed-gun

Slow down sign

LED monitor

No action



Detailed breakdown of preferences 

 

With all preferences taken together, the overall winner was pedestrian crossings, with total of 35 

residents favouring this option (78%).  

Use of speed guns and LED monitors to alert drivers to their speed were joint second favourites with 

27 residents liking both these options (60%). 

Slow down signs were in third place with 23 residents liking this option (51%).  

All other options gathered less than half of residents approval. 

Weighted results 

I have weighted the results to take into account the balance of first, second, third etc. preferences. 

This is achieved by allocating a higher value to first preference (10 points), followed by 2nd (8 points), 

3rd (7 points), 4th (6 points) etc.  

When the results of the preferences are weighted the outcome is as follows: 
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You can hover your cursor over each row to see the exact values of each option.  

Pedestrian crossings are the stand-out winner, followed by LED speed monitor signs and use of 

speed guns. 

Selection of comments: 

“I fear crossing Sutton Common Rd. Every car is over 40mph evenings and weekends. Please sort this 

out it’s dangerous!” 

“Raised platforms and pedestrian crossing should regulate speeding.” 

“Please stop people parking on the pavement.” 

“My personal feeling is that speed humps or chicanes will reduce the speed of cars as the proposed 

crossing will have no effect as cars will only slow down just before the crossing.” 

“Speed bumps damage cars and can be traversed at speed. Raised platforms across the whole width 

of road will force cars to approach slowly.” 

“Years ago we petitioned about speeding. Prefer a couple of ‘islands’ to step onto.” 

“Also volume of traffic.” 

“The speeding problem is caused by motorcyclists who on turning the curve at Sutton Common 

Station see the long straight road and cannot resist trying out the speed of their machines.” 

“Biggest problem often young people on bicycles and school children mobiling as they cross the 

road.” 

“What about the police speeding?” 



“Reduce speed from 30 – 20mph would make no difference, they would still put their foot down 

because it is a straight road, mile to traffic lights.” 

“Please be aware that on busy mornings traffic is backed up to Broomloan Lane, cars will drive on 

wrong side all the way down to the lights making it very dangerous to exit from Fairlands or 

Clensham.” 

“I think a pedestrian crossing will not achieve much but in Putney they have put [one] on a busy road 

stating 20mph and it seems to work. Some LED signs would be good because most drivers don’t stop 

at crossings anyway.” 

“No more road signs please!” 

“A new crossing in the central part is definitely a better option and speed signs.” 

“There definitely needs to be another crossing of some sort on this stretch of road as old people and 

children cross between Hurstcourt and Fairlands.” 

“Personally I cannot see a problem but I have only moved here recently.” 

If you like the idea of a pedestrian crossing, where on the road would you 

like it to go? 

Residents were given 4 options.  

Area ‘A’ was on the west side of the stretch of road, around the junctions of Clensham Lane and 

Fairlands Avenue. 

Area ‘B’ was near the centre of the road, near the junctions of Arlington Close and St John’s Road. It 

was roughly this area where the proposal to install a crossing was made and subsequently dropped 

due to objections from consulted residents. 

Area ‘C’ is also near the centre, but further east near the junction of Hurstcourt Road and 

Marlborough Road. 

Areas ‘D’ is to the east from the junction of Conifer Gardens to Aysgarth Close.  

The run-away winner on first preference was Area ‘B’ with an 31 residents (an overwhelming 84%) 

believing this was the best location for a pedestrian crossing. 



 

Detailed breakdown of preferences 

 

It is notable that Area ‘B’ is the clear winner, mainly based on 31 first preference votes. 

Area ‘C’ – also around the centre of the road – was notable for the high number (12) of second 

preference votes.  

Area ‘A’ picked up the highest number of third preference votes (9), while Area ‘D’ scored the most 

fourth preference votes (12). 

Weighted results 
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When preferences are weighed (1st = 10 points, 2nd = 8 points, 3rd = 7 points, 4th = 6 points), it is clear 

that the popularity of Area ‘B’ increases further. 
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